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April 15, 2015 

 

The Hon. Charlie Hales 

Portland City Council 

1221 SW 4th Avenue, Room 340 

Portland, OR 97204 

 

Re: Park System Development Charge Methodology Update Report  

Dear Mayor Hales and Commissioners: 

NAIOP, the Commercial Real Estate Development Association, is one of the 

leading organizations for developers, investors, owners & operators, brokers, 

and related professionals in office, industrial and mixed-use real estate 

throughout the United States, Canada, and Mexico.  The Oregon Chapter’s 

members represent a broad and diverse range of companies involved with 

commercial real estate activities in the Portland metropolitan area, including 

developers, owners, brokers, and managers, along with other professionals 

providing legal, finance, title, engineering, architectural, construction, and 

other services. 

 

After reviewing the Park SDC Methodology Update Report before you 

today, we have found it seriously flawed and urge you to direct the Bureau 

of Parks & Recreation and the Park SDC Task Force to conduct additional 

work to correct the problems identified in the Daniel Heffernan Company 

(DHC) memorandum of April 10, 2015. 

 

Parks Commissioner Amanda Fritz was recently quoted in The Oregonian 

(4/7/15) as saying, “New development needs to pay its way.  No more, no 

less.”  We completely agree with Commissioner Fritz, but believe strongly 

that implementation of the proposed Methodology Update Report would 

result in development—especially commercial development—paying far 

more than its way with park SDC rates doubling within the Central City and 

nearly quadrupling within the Non-Central City area. 

 

As someone who was deeply involved in the 1998 and 2004 park SDC 

methodology updates, and to a lesser extent in the 2008 update, I can’t express 

strongly enough what a huge departure the current update represents in 

approach, assumptions, and level of detail for future improvements to the 

City’s park system.   
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Significant differences between this update and previous efforts include: 

   

 Level of service methodology – We actually agree with one of the main departure points in 

this update—the move from a strict acreage based level of service approach. Such a change 

is long overdue in a very constrained land supply environment, and recognizes the reality 

that Portland and most other cities within the regional urban growth boundary will find it 

impossible to continue historical trends of park land acquisition while also meeting targets 

for development densities projected by Metro.  While we do support this move, the new 

“investment per person” presents a number of serious problems that are discussed in great 

detail by the DHC memorandum. 

 SDC Capital Improvements Plan – Directing the Council’s attention to page 22 of the 

Methodology Update Report (attached), the obvious question is how can anyone consider 

these twelve lines of text and numbers to be a valid 20-year capital improvement plan for a 

parks system that strives to be one of the nation’s best.  This falls far, far short of not only 

statutory requirements in ORS 223.309(1)
*
, but also the much more detailed capital 

improvement plans in previous methodology updates (2004 and 2008 attached). 

 Current Park Deficiencies – The proposed Methodology Update Report takes the position 

that the current parks system is at 100% capacity, “there is no unused reserve capacity value 

that can be used to serve future population growth.” As the DHC memorandum notes, this 

definition of LOS is not supported by the City’s own long-range park system plans and 

internal reviews.  More importantly, the proposed Methodology Update, unlike past updates, 

makes no mention of current deficiencies within the park system and the capital 

improvements plan doesn’t include any expenditures to correct such deficiencies.  The 2008 

methodology update, for example, included $75.6 million in the capital improvement plan 

for non-SDC expenditures to correct existing deficiencies in Non-Central City local access 

park improvements (this amount doesn’t include an additional $23 million for land 

acquisition to correct deficiencies).  The 2004 methodology update included $54.2 million in 

the capital improvement plan for non-SDC expenditures to correct existing deficiencies. 

Does the absence of any mention of existing park deficiencies in the current capital 

improvement plan mean that the City is no longer planning to upgrade park facilities in areas 

where they are lacking? 

 

Additional concerns that we have with the proposed methodology update are: 

 

 Effective Date – According to the draft ordinance before you, the drastic fee increases being 

proposed would become effective in less than three months, on July 1
st
.  We believe 

strongly that any increase should have a longer lead time and be phased in so that 

                                                 
* Prior to the establishment of a system development charge by ordinance or resolution, a local 
government shall prepare a capital improvement plan, public facilities plan, master plan or comparable 
plan that includes a list of the capital improvements that the local government intends to fund, in whole or 
in part, with revenues from an improvement fee and the estimated cost, timing and percentage of costs 
eligible to be funded with revenues from the improvement fee for each improvement. (emphasis added) 
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development projects currently in process to begin the permitting process won’t be 

unnecessarily burdened by additional costs that could not have been foreseen when pro 

forma analyses and financing were finalized. 

 

 Impact on Commercial Redevelopment of Non-Central Areas – There has been extensive 

discussion of redevelopment goals for areas along 82
nd

 Avenue, farther east, and elsewhere.  

A quadrupling of park SDCs for these areas will certainly make them less competitive for 

siting of new commercial development. 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the park SDC methodology update report.  We hope 

to have the opportunity for involvement in a continuing process to further refine this crucial 

component in plans to ensure that the Portland parks system has capacity to accommodate future 

growth within the city.   

Sincerely,  

 

 

 

Kelly Ross 

Executive Director   


